
The calamity of the Great 
Melbourne Telescope 

By W. Lewis Hyde 

Editor's note: W. Lewis Hyde last wrote for Optics 
News in June 1986, when he profiled the life of Caro
line Herschel, who assisted with the astronomical 
discoveries of her brother, Sir William Herschel. 

S ir William Herschel and his sister, Caroline, had 
swept the skies over England as members of the 
court of George III. They had made amazing discov

eries: a new planet in our solar system, the movement of 
the solar system with respect to the fixed stars, and hun
dreds of new nebulae and star clusters. 

Then Sir William's son John swept the southern skies 
from Cape Town, South Africa (1834 to 1838), mapping 
and sketching many more stars and nebulae. 

The nebulae were fascinating by their great diversity, 
because they seemed in many cases to be changing from 
year to year, and because it was hard to know if they were 
gassy and amorphous, or made up of stars too dim and 
close to be separated by available instruments. 

To learn more it was important to build larger instru
ments and keep looking, so in 1845 Lord Rosse built a 
reflecting telescope with a 72-in. aperture in Birr (Parson¬
stown), King's County, Ireland. With it he discovered and 
sketched the first known spiral nebulae. He had only limit
ed success with the instrument, however, because al¬
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though the weather in Ireland is ideal for keeping the grass 
green, it is lousy for astronomy, particularly just down
wind from the Bog of Allen. Worse yet, the potato famine 
erupted in 1847 and kept him fully occupied as a resident 
landlord. Soon after he became president of the Royal So
ciety. 

Still the quality of the images on good nights showed 
that a large reflector could be built, figured, and supported 
so that it worked as it should. It seemed important to fol
low up on this success. In 1852 the Royal Society appoint
ed a committee to undertake "the establishment in the 
Southern Hemisphere of a Telescope not inferior in power 
to a three-feet reflector." The Earl of Rosse and Sir John 
Herschel were both on the committee. 

Note that a reflector was not specified. Many thought 
that a refractor of only 20 inches might be judged by the 
committee to be as "powerful" as a 36-in reflector. 

Over the next seven months the committee exchanged 
many interesting letters (later reprinted by the Royal Soci
ety), but no telescope was built. For one thing, they came 
to no agreement on a site—Malta, South Africa, or even 
Quito in Ecuador. Australia was mentioned but in a letter 
of March 1853, Sir John Lubbock ruled it out "by reason 
of the abnormal state of that colony." What he meant was 
that everyone was in a frenzy over the discovery of gold. 

Wanted: advice, money 
Then nine years later came a letter from Australia say

ing that the Victoria Legislature had voted money for a big 
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Brewster too busy 

They knew what was happening in the 
world of optics, of course, but they were 
dubious. The important new development 
was the silvering of glass, and they didn't 

think much of it. 

telescope for the Melbourne Observatory, and would the 
Royal Society be willing to provide advice and maybe a 
little money? The abnormal state of that colony had been 
so well overcome that when replying to the first inquiry, 
the president of the Royal Society pointed out, "The esti
mate which is entertained here of the enormous and in
creasing wealth of your colony would stand very much in 
the way of any proposition for supplementing the Colo
nial appropriation." 

The committee of 1852 was revived, the correspon
dence dusted off, and the advice provided as requested. It 
might have been better to start over again. The committee 
members were very learned, but they were getting old. 
Lord Rosse was 62. Sir John Herschel and the Rev. T.R. 
Robinson were both 70. These three dominated the delib
erations. 

They knew what was happening in the world of optics, 
of course, but they were dubious. The important new de
velopment was the silvering of glass, and they didn't think 
much of it. Thus Robinson wrote in 1862: "The applica
tion of silver surfaces to form specula which has been 
made by M . Foucault, seems very promising, but has not 
yet been sufficiently tested by experience for me to recom
mend its trial," and later, "The Foucault system might be 
adopted to the small mirror . . . But as to the great specu
lum, I think the usual material is safest at present." 

Even a youngster like Warren De La Rue (aged 47) was 
skeptical: "I have had a little experience with a silvered 
glass mirror of small size made by Steinheil. It was placed 
in my observatory, and care taken of it, but in less than 
two years the silvering underwent a molecular change, and 
broke up into minute scales." That did it, and the report of 
the Royal Society recommended that the large mirror be 
of speculum metal. "Such mirrors can be constructed with 
a certainty of success, and at a cost which can be foretold; 
whereas the recently introduced plan of glass silvered tried 
on so large a scale as that contemplated," the society said. 

Sir David Brewster, then 81, might not have agreed, but 
he was busy as principal of the University of Edinburgh, 
far from London, and although he had been a member of 
the original committee, his name did not arise in 1862. He 
had visited Foucault in Paris in June 1855 and had seen 
two telescopes made of glass with chemically deposited 
silver. 

"Both gave beautiful vision," he said. "After deposition 
the silver surface is slightly rough, or rather not well pol
ished, but it is polished to perfection by a little cotton and 
a small quantity of rouge. The film of silver is at first trans
parent, transmitting green light, but afterwards it becomes 
opaque when the film is thicker." 

Foucault silvered a telescope mirror of 80-cm aperture. 
As early as 1856 Steinheil was advertising silvered glass 
telescopes, and Henry Draper in New York was making 
silver-on-glass telescopes with considerable success. 

The committee had not fully appreciated the real advan
tage of silvered glass, which is that the mirror need be 
figured only once in the factory. As early as Galileo's time 
and then Isaac Newton's the men who used telescopes had 
built them for themselves. That was true of Sir William 
Herschel, who made 200 mirrors of speculum metal be
fore he got one that satisfied him. Sir John Herschel grew 
up in a household where observing was done at night, and 
refiguring the mirror was done in the day. Lord Rosse had 
developed his own alloy, cast his own blanks, and ground 
and polished his own mirrors. 

Sir John's diary at the Cape in the 1830s illustrates the 
point over and over again. He had three mirrors for the 
20-foot telescope (18.8-in. aperture). Shortly after his ar
rival he wrote his Aunt Caroline: "I have now got the 
polishing apparatus erected and three mirrors, one of 
which I mean to keep constantly polishing" 

Then on and on: "This morning put the long-focussed 
Mirror on the polisher and with very sharp colcothar 
(rouge) and slow motion gave it about 1½ or 2 hours pol
ishing" (August 1834); "Got my first mirror on the polish
er to mould it and after shifting it about from end to end 
during the morning gave it about 150 or 200 strokes with 
new-prepared dark Colcothar." (September); and so on, 
more than once a month for four years. 

Herschel and Rosse both knew that speculum metal tar
nishes easily, and they assumed from the beginning that 
two mirrors would be supplied as well as polishing ma
chinery. The delivered telescope had those things, but the 
message never quite got through to Melbourne how diffi
cult it would be to find an adequate optician. 
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making the little curlicues that retard forgery on paper 
money, and he turned the telescope job over to his 21-
year-old son, Howard, who cast the mirrors in 1866. 

That was a big job, for the mirrors weighed 3,500 
pounds each and were annealed for more than three 
weeks. They were then ground and polished on a suspen
sion identical with that to be used in the telescope, involv
ing 27 pads hinged to provide equal force at uniformly 
spaced points. J.L. Perdrix, when he became president of 
the Astronomical Society of Victoria in 1969, estimated 
that it took 2,050,000 strokes of the machine to finish just 
one of the mirrors. 

Casting the mirror in Dublin in 1866. The heat-shield 
costumes had eye protectors made of "talc." The Ox
ford English Dictionary says that used to mean mica. 

Figuring and discord 
Indeed there was some disagreement. In October 1862, 

Lord Rosse wrote, "someone should accompany the tele
scope as a mechanical assistant—he having been the prin
cipal operator in grinding and polishing the specula." But 
Warren De La Rue wrote in February 1863, that after hav
ing had no problem with tarnish of speculum, " M y advice 
would be, let the observer use the telescope and not trou
ble himself about the art of figuring mirrors—I defy him to 
acquire the art in less than three to five years." 

In April Sir John Herschel responded that "the observer 
must be a man of skill and energy, giving his whole heart, 
soul, time, and thought to the one great work of using and 
keeping in order this magnificent instrument . . . he must 
learn to polish, and must on no account meddle with the 
great speculum till he had perfectly familiarized himself." 

Conflicting advice like that is hard to follow, but an 
effort was made. A man named Albert Le Sueur did indeed 
participate in the figuring of the telescope and then went 
to Melbourne to join the team, but it is not clear that he 
ever became expert enough to do the refiguring. In fact, 
since the work was done by a machine, he was only an 
observer, and probably never really understood the adjust
ments needed. 

So speculum metal was chosen for the primary mirror, 
and an order was placed for the telescope with Thomas 
Grubb of Dublin, who had worked closely with Lord 
Rosse on the 72-in. telescope. The order included two pri
mary mirrors and a steam-driven polishing machine. 

Thomas Grubb didn't actually make the telescope, 
however. He was the engineer at the Bank of Ireland, 

Speculum problems 
The record is obscure, but something should be said 

about the problems of speculum. The ideal alloy is brittle 
and glassy. It has a high reflectivity and resists tarnish, but 
it cracks easily when cooled. To make a large mirror and 
cool it without cracking, it is necessary to deviate from the 
ideal a little by reducing the tin content, as Rosse describes 
in his papers, and as Wi l l iam Herschel had already 
learned. 

But the resulting copper-rich alloy is liable to tarnish, 
particularly if dew condenses on it. Herschel never got 
very good results from his 48-in. telescope, and when the 
disaster of the Irish Potato Famine subsided and Lord 
Rosse was able to get back to astronomy, his big mirror 
was nearly useless. 

So Thomas and Howard Grubb built the telescope in 
Dublin and assembled it for an acceptance test, carried out 
by T.R. Robinson and Warren De La Rue, who found it to 
be nearly perfect: "The light from even large stars was 
collected into small, hard, and perfectly circular disks, free 
from rays . . . " They liked the mechanical parts as well. 
As the pictures show, there were counterweights to reduce 
the load on the bearings. 

The telescope was packed carefully, the mirrors were 
shellacked, and it was shipped to Melbourne, a trip which 
took from July to November 1868. The cargo included 
1,200 cases of beer and stout and 34,820 roofing slates. 

Upon its arrival, nothing was ready. The claim later was 
that it was lucky that nothing had been prepared because 
Thomas Grubb had provided faulty drawings for the 
piers, a claim that he denied. Still, work went ahead quick
ly and the telescope went into operation in June 1869. 

There had already been hints of trouble, however. As Le 
Sueur said in a letter to the Royal Society, getting the shel
lac off was more troublesome than had been expected. 
When he was done, "The whole surface had an unpleasant 
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mealy appearance . . . and a large number of markings 
caused originally by the varnish brush were apparent." 
That was Mirror A. He replaced it with B, which was 
better, and turned it over to his boss. 

The dedicated observer that Sir John Herschel had 
called for was R.L.J. Ellery, director of the Melbourne Ob
servatory. Ellery was a physician by training, and it was at 
his suggestion that the observatory was established in 
1863, primarily to supply accurate time service for ships, 
including the calibration of their chronometers. He had 
the skill and energy specified by Sir John; moreover, he 
would have been glad to give the telescope his heart and 
soul, but as a civil servant, he had sold them to the state of 
Victoria. R.L.J. Ellery in later years. 

Ellery's disappointment 
Ellery was disappointed. In January 1870, he wrote to 

Sir Edward Sabine of the Royal Society saying that with 
Mirror A , "I never once obtained with it what I could call 
moderately good definition." With 
Mirror B, "the performance is very much improved" Mir
ror A gave an image of a star which he termed "an imper
fect cross, somewhat resembling the ace of clubs." 

There followed a distressing exchange over the removal 
of the shellac. It seems that experts had known all along 
that only absolute alcohol should have been used, but Le 
Sueur had used "methylated spirit" and then washed the 
mirror with water. That was BAD. Apparently no one had 
told him. 

There were other troubles. The weather in Melbourne 
was unsatisfactory for observing six out of seven nights. 

When one of the rare good nights 
appeared, the visitors appeared, too. They 

were all taxpayers, of course, just 
dropping by to inspect their property. 

The telescope was housed in a rectangular building with a 
sliding roof, rather than a conventional dome, and in or
der to be able to see reasonably far down towards the 
horizon, the walls were low. The result was inadequate 
protection from the wind. Dust was everywhere, and on 
nights when the dust had settled there was dew. 

Worse yet, when one of the rare good nights appeared, 
the visitors appeared, too. They were all taxpayers, of 
course, and thus part-owners of the telescope, just drop
ping by to inspect their property. 

It is not clear what was bugging Le Sueur, but pretty 
soon he couldn't stand it any longer. In May 1870, after 
the telescope had been in operation about nine months, he 
wrote to resign: "The trammelled position in which I am 
placed is so far different from that which in taking office I 
had every reason to expect, and above all so damaging to 
the work, that I can no longer accept its conditions." 

"Trammelled" means constrained as if caught in a net. 
It is a common complaint of civil servants when they find, 
for example, that they can't get a new pencil unless they 
turn in a stub of the old one. There is a hint to that effect in 
a letter from the President of the Royal Society, Sir Ed
ward Sabine, to the agent general in London for the state 
of Victoria, George Verdon. 

Sabine thanks Verdon for letting him see some private 
correspondence, that 

. . . throws light on the mischief which has arisen from 
want of M r . Le Sueur being led on his first arrival at 
Melbourne . . . , to comprehend his true position both 
in the Observatory and in the Colony, his duties and 
responsibilities, and where he was to look for aid in all 
ways, and particularly in obtaining whatever might be 
found requisite for the sucessful establishment and 
working of so novel an instrument . . . 

Severn's influence 
There was at least one troublemaker as well—H.A. Sev

ern of the Union Bank of Australia. In February 1870, he 
told a friend in the Royal Society that he had known all 
along that the telescope "wil l and must prove a failure." 
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The Nebula 30 Doradus, otherwise known as the Taran
tula Nebula, as sketched by Sir John Herschel around 
1836 at Cape Town, South Africa, using an 18-in. tele
scope. 

He "knew" this because the temperature in Melbourne is 
"very often 136° all day, and perhaps in the evening, it at 
once (in two hours, say) falls to 60°, and these changes, 
with more or less vigor, go on all the year round." That 
was supposed to destroy the image and throw it out of 
focus. 

Furthermore, he wrote, the telescope "when perfect at 
one elevation gets out at any other." Neither of these 
things was true, but people thought he knew what he was 
talking about, and the damage was done. 

The Australian Journal newspaper then published an 
editorial in March 1870, concluding that "altogether the 
telescope may be looked upon as a gigantic philosophical 
blunder." That didn't help much with the gvernor and the 
legislature. 

In fact, things weren't really all that bad if one goes 
back to the original purpose of the telescope, which was to 
re-examine the nebulae which had been sketched by Sir 
John Herschel more than 30 years earlier. It is certainly 
helpful to have good resolving power, but light-grasp is 
more important, and with Mirror B, the resolution was 
fair, and the reflectivity high. 

The Tarantula Nebula as sketched by F. McGeorge in 
1870 using the Great Melbourne Telescope with a 48-in. 
aperture, collecting seven times more light than was 
available to Herschel. 

Over the next decade the telescope was in nearly con
stant use for making those sketches when conditions were 
good and the visitors had gone home, but it wasn't until 
1885 that the results were published, and they attracted 
little attention. The idea was to compare them with Sir 
John Herschel's sketches and look for differences, but dif
ferences in aperture and in observer made such compari
sons difficult. What the Great Melbourne Telescope need
ed was some thrilling discovery to its credit, but neither 
the instrument nor its users was able to produce one. 

The primary problem was probably not any deficency 
in the telescope: it was the lack of a first-class astronomer 
to select and carry out the tasks. Ellery was heavily bur
dened with the entire responsibility for weather forecast
ing and recording, and with the time service. To support 
the latter and aid navigation in the Southern Hemisphere, 
he and his staff made thousands of measurements on the 
positions of stars, using small meridian and transit tele
scopes. Le Sueur stayed only one year and his successor 
only two. 

The only thing they could think of to do with the tele
scope was to sketch the nebulae freehand. That is very 
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Year after year the reports describe more 
observations on nebulae, all inconclusive. 

difficult and time consuming. The telescope had been pro
vided with photographic apparatus, and pictures were 
taken of the moon, but no useful pictures were made of 
nebulae. That wasn't even tried until 1883 and the at
tempt was unsuccessful. The Cassegrain configuration 
gave too much magnification, and the wind-induced trem
or was too great. 

Back to Mirror A 
Meanwhile, mysteriously, Mirror A was put back in op

eration in 1874. It had been discovered that the mirror 
was slightly pinched in its mounting, so that was fixed (ace 
of clubs, indeed!), and then the polish was restored by 
cleaning with washed chalk and alcohol. It was a pretty 

Grubb's polishing machine. The mirror beneath is sup
ported like the polisher at 27 points. 

good mirror after all! Actually, Le Sueur had improved it 
quite a bit in July 1870, just before he left. 

The problems of the Great Melbourne Telescope never 
did get solved, however. Year after year the reports de
scribe more observations on nebulae, all inconclusive, and 
then it began to deteriorate. In 1889 the Visiting Commit
tee was ready to discard the big speculum mirror and re
place it with a refractor; but Ellery was hard at work and 
in 1890 announced that he had succeeded in repolishing 
one of the mirrors by following the advice of Sir Howard 
Grubb: cutting away squares of pitch from the polishing 
tool, or adding them as required. 

Then, just as restoration seemed to be succeeding, the 
Observatory was hit by retrenchment. That went on for a 
decade, so Ellery gave up and retired in 1895. His replace
ment, Pietro Baracchi, endured the indignity of being "act
ing government astronomer" for six years, but when the 
austere period was at an end, the Great Melbourne Tele
scope was no longer in use except as a way of keeping 
visitors out of the way. 

There is more to the story—the telescope later went to 
the Mount Stromolo Observatory and became the vehicle 
for a Schmidt system. One of the mirrors was dropped and 
shattered, but the fragments were sufficiently valuable (tin 
and copper) to pay for the 50-in. glass blank for a replace
ment mirror. More recently the remaining mirror and the 
mounting have been returned to Melbourne, where plans 
are being made to restore it as a museum exhibit. 

What can we conclude from this story? G.W. Ritchey, 
who built the great reflectors at Mount Wilson, consid
ered the Great Melbourne Telescope to have been a fail
ure. He said it was "one of the greatest calamities in the 
history of instrumental astronomy; for by destroying con
fidence in the usefulness of great reflecting telescopes, it 
has hindered the development of this type of instrument 
. . . for nearly a third of a century." 

But that wasn't quite true. The Grubbs had built a fine 
instrument, and went on building them until about a year 
ago. What the history of the Great Melbourne Telescope 
teaches us is that a truly great telescope needs a great as
tronomer with considerable autonomy. It is that which 
was lacking, and that was the calamity. 
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